
Api security testing automation with
NexDAST

Scan your APIs at the speed of DevOps!

NexDAST is the world’s first AI powered Application 
Security Testing Solution, generating its own attacks, 
automating the discovery of your application’s security 
vulnerabilities and Business Logic Flaws.

Our language and framework agnostic platform can 
scan any API including both SOAP & REST APIs. In 
addition, NexDAST uniquely and seamlessly integrates 
into DevOps and is built for developers and AppSec 
professionals to provide compliance on every build.

Unlike scanning standard web applications, which have a 
user interface that can be crawled to extract the relevant 
attack surface, an API endpoint does not.

The only way to communicate with an API endpoint is by 
knowing the relevant schema in advance.

NeuraLegion’s proprietary MultiParse technology allows 
us to parse any kind of technological stack, protocol or 
schema and scan them directly creating interactions as 
intended by those technologies.

The value for you is that we support REST/SOAP/ 
GraphQL out of the box and create real interactions 
without relying on crawling, finding API vulnerabilities 
accurately and fast. And we can add any new kind of 
data structure efficiently when new technologies and 
architectures emerge.
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Scan REST & SOAP APIs SaaS solution Remediation guidelines Immediate reports

Enhance DevSecOps with the Power
of Artificial Intelligence Automation

• First on the market to scan both REST & SOAP APIs

• Use Swagger files or Postman collections

• Discover Business Logic Flaws in your applications

• Use our open API for full automation

• Detect & Remediate at the speed of DevOps

• Immediate reports with NO false positives

• Achieve DevSecOps with automated vulnerability 
detection throughout your SDLC



Key Features

Intelligent Payloads
Payloads are generated based on the 
API that is being scanned and optimized 
specifically for your APIs.

Login authentication
Our solution provides an easy and seamless 
way to authenticate to your APIs which also 
helps us perform authentication bypass 
testing.

Postman Collection Support
Configure your API scans using your 
exported Postman Collection specific for 
your API.

Ingest Open API / Swagger files
Leverage Open API and Swagger files that 
you already created for your QAA and Unit 
Testing to run focused API scans.

Fast & Accurate Scans
Besides parsing the API documentation we also do a deeper analysis of every 
entry point and parameter allowing us to both increase the speed of the scans 

and have more accurate attacks.

In today’s fast paced world and need to address the 
increasing number of sophisticated threats and the
growing skills shortage you have to automate API 
Security Testing. While most DAST tools on the market
can only provide partial support for API scanning, 
NexDAST was purpose built from the ground up to 
support both SOAP & REST APIs.

With NexDAST you can immediately upload your 
Postman collections or Swagger files and get immediate 
feedback on your security vulnerabilities on every build.

Moreover, you can take these same Postman collections 
& Swagger files to seamlessly automate the entire
vulnerability scanning process either using our built in CI 
and QAA integrations or using our open API!

NexDAST integrates with your existing CI and ticketing 
environment for full automation. Automate your API
security testing today and let engineers follow the best 
practices they already know and love without having
to leave their development environment!
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